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At EDP Open we publish a suite of international high quality Open 
Access journals and partner with learned societies, publishers and 
academics to create opportunities from Open Access.

Expertise

EDP Sciences has almost a 
century’s experience of publishing 
journals, books and magazines. 
EDP Open continues this tradition, 
applying our knowledge and 
global resources to launching and 
developing successful Open Access 
publications.

Shared values

EDP Open is a mission-driven 
publisher, owned by learned 
societies – committed to 
accelerating scientifi c progress.  
We pursue openness, collaboration, 
quality and integrity through our 
business practices. 

Individual attention

There are many ways to apply 
Open Access from Green through 
to Gold. At EDP Open we’ll work 
with you to identify the best 
route forward for you and your 
organization.

A world of opportunity 
with EDP Open

Open Access publishing from EDP Sciences



EDP Open is an imprint of EDP Sciences, which is owned by four learned societies: the French Chemical Society 
the French Optical Society, the French Physics Society and the Society of Applied and Industrial Mathematics.

To find out more about how 
EDP Open can help you explore 
Open Access opportunities, 
please contact your nearest 
EDP Sciences office or email 
publisher@edp-open.org
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London WC1H 9BB
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Fax: +44 (0) 20 7554 8501
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Our services
Strategic guidance and business development
We use our expertise and flexibility to help our partners realise the potential of 
Open Access for the communities they serve and build on the success of their 
publications for the long-term. 

Editorial excellence
The discerning quality of the content we publish is the primary focus of our 
editorial team. Their expertise ensures our partner publications are of the highest 
standard, while authors experience a quick, efficient and easy publication process.  

•  Easy online author submission and article tracking 
•  Efficient and rigorous peer review process
•  Copy editing, layout and production of articles
•  Final proofing of articles and quality control
•  Copyright and licence guidance

Hosting and technical management
Our online platform maximizes visibility and provides a high-tech presence for 
every publication that we host, helping to increase discoverability and impact.

•  Easy search function
•  Article identification using DOI (Digital Object Identifier)
•  Reference linking using CrossRef
•  RSS feeds and email alerts 
•  Metadata export to specialised databases and indexing services (e.g. PubMed, 

Scopus etc.)
• Article metrics
•  Article deposit in repositories

Sales and marketing 
Our global sales and marketing services help build valuable and lasting 
relationships with librarians, researchers and other stakeholders worldwide.

•  International marketing program
•  Integrated campaigns to drive readership and submissions
•  Institutional membership programs
•  Membership benefits for societies


